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Jack Venrick
From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

"Jack Venrick" <jacksranch@skynetbb.com>
"AJack R. Venrick" <jacksranch@skynetbb.com>
Tuesday, May 19, 2009 10:45 PM
Scorched Earth Policies - How Private & Public Property is Destroyed

Come Now The Myth Makers For Profit and Power
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To: Washington State CONgressional Political Junk "nonScientists" especially
US Representative Jay Inslee & California Rep Waxman
USWARepresentative, Jay Inslee
E-mail Address(es):
jay_inslee@inslee.house.gov
USWARepresentative, Adam Smith
E-mail Address(es):
adam_smith@smith.house.gov
USWARepresentative, Brian Ba...
E-mail Address(es):
brian_baird@baird.house.gov
USWARepresentative, Doc Hast...
E-mail Address(es):
doc_hastings@hastings.house.gov
USWARepresentative, Jay Inslee
E-mail Address(es):
jay_inslee@inslee.house.gov
USWARepresentative, Jim McDe...
E-mail Address(es):
jim_mcdermott@mcdermott.house.gov
USWARepresentative, Norm Dicks
E-mail Address(es):
norm_dicks@dicks.house.gov
USWARepresentative, Rick Lar...
E-mail Address(es):
rick_larsen@larsen.house.gov
USWAStateRep, Dave Reichert
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E-mail Address(es):
Dave_Reichert@reichert.house.gov
USWAStateRepresentative, Cat...
E-mail Address(es):
cathy_mcmorris@mcmorris.house.gov
USWAStateSenator, Maria Cant...
E-mail Address(es):
Maria_Cantwell@cantwell.senate.gov
USWAStateSenator, Patty Murray
E-mail Address(es):
patty_murray@murray.senate.gov

Energy & Commerce Committee
Contact Rep. Waxman
WASHINGTON, D.C. OFFICE
2204 Rayburn House Office Building Washington, D.C. 20515 Telephone (202) 225-3976

Fax (202) 225-4099
LOS ANGELES OFFICE
8436 West Third Street, Ste 600 Los Angeles, CA 90048 Telephone 1 (310) 652-3095
Telephone 2 (818) 878-7400 Telephone 3 (323) 651-1040

Fax (323) 655-0502
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"The first war casualty is the truth".... Harry Elmer Barnes
I want to concur and amplify Ken Shock's comments below.
Private and public property has been taken down over the last 233 years by the
dark forces of time (history) and space (geography) all based on political
mythologies created by government special interests. Here are a few examples.
1. "Man caused" global warming is a myth created by green government
and their dominions for their profit and power

(man only contributes .117% (.00117)) of the total green house gases.
 Proof is here
http://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomFromManCausedGlobalWarmin
 http://scienceandpublicpolicy.org/apocalypseno-dvd.html
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2. "Alternative energy" is a myth created by green government and their
dominions for their profit and power

At the expense of everyone especially home and business owners.
 Green "energy" is NOT economically viable, i.e. it costs more than make
and use than it delivers
 The only economically viable options are fossil fuel and nuclear energy.
 Proof is here:
http://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomFromAlternativeEnergyMyths.d


3. "Sustaining Death (Development)", "Smart Death (Growth)", "Death
(Growth) Mgmt." are unnecessary fear based social stampedes to enhance
urban coffers using rural cleansing scorched earth policies

They are driven by tyrannical dark forces behind the UN Agenda 21
 At the huge cost and suffering of the rural property owners.
 This regionalism and collectivism is extremely destructive and not necessary
 Proof is
here: http://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomFromRuralCleansing.dwt.


4. The entire American tax system is fraudulent and unnecessary and is
baseless with NO founding or fundamental charters
Direct and indirect taxes can only be forced upon legal fiction municipal
and private corporations and their employees
 Proof is here:
http://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomFromTaxesNew.dwt.asp
 The concept of "direct taxes" is in conflict with the Declaration of
Independence, Bill of Rights and the Laws of Nature and Nature's God
 The concept of "direct of taxes" was not unanimously approved even by the
corrupt "Constitutional Conventions"
 The direct tax clause ending up in the Constitution was
fraudulently misrepresentated
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5. Monetary crisis are artificially created to cause depressions & recessions
to bankrupt & soften targeted industries & populations
"Let me end my talk by abusing slightly my status as an official
representative of the Federal Reserve System. I would like to say to Milton
and Anna Friedman, regarding the Great Depression. Your right, we (i.e. the
Fed) did it. we're very sorry. But thanks to you , we won't do it again."
unFederal unReserve Board Chairman Ben Bernanke 2002
 Want more...http://www.prisonplanet.com/leaked-agenda-bilderberg-groupplans-economic-depression.html


7. The jurisdiction & authority of American system of "government" was
intentionally designed to entrap the natural born state CITIZENS
Make believe boundaries, regions, states, counties, cities, "rural" and
"urban" areas are created
 to better divide, conquer and herd the natural born who are otherwise
sovereign and free agents
 The natural born are herded into artificial groups to force them to submit to
artificial choices
 Subhuman grouping of natural born American state Citizens has created
a dielectric of tension to tax & manipulate free agents


8. "Rails to Trails Act" is unconstitutional and repugnant to the founding
& fundamental laws of the land


CONgressional and legislative acts do not become "law" by the mere act of
the "majority"
 Most of if not all of federal CONgressinal ...
 exceed their jurisdiction and/or
 violate prior high court rulings and/or
 violate founding laws and/or
 violate fundamental laws of nature
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Proof is here:
http://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomFromRailsToTrailsT

10. "Critical Area Ordinances" are baseless, established only on colored
defacto law ("law" that exists without authority)


Proof is here:
http://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomFromCriticalAreaOrdinanceMyt

11. There is NO energy shortage, it was created to manipulate the market
for profit
This myth is created by those who profit from artificially manipulating the
market and public knowledge
 See graphs above
 Green as well as fossil fuel interests politically limit abundant fossil fuels
and nuclear energy thereby forcing huge price swings
 Green energy which has no market value nor will it ever, because it cost
more to produce than it delivers and it always will
 There is enough fossil fuel AND nuclear energy to last ....
 Until the next generation of COST EFFECTIVE viable commercial power
comes on line
 Political politicians who have NO credentials are designing energy policy in
complete ignorance
 At the same time they are being funded to create green extreme
mythological energy systems that will never fly


12. The final myth exposed, America has NO free government, nor did it
ever


America and just about every other "government" is bankrupted morally,
financially & politically, many times over
9/16/2009
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American's DO NOT elect their representatives and senators in any sense of
the true meaning of a free election
 Dual party systems do not offer free choice nor do they wish too
 LIMITED CHOICE does not yield free elections nor a free society
 535 so called "Senators" and "Representatives" do not represent the
natural born state Citizens nor could they
 at 535 to 310 million odds
 310 million people are not represented by 535 no choice political
brokers
 50 state legislative Senators & Representatives are NOT statistically
significant representing their own districts and states.
 Thereby you may understand why you have lost our private and public
property with many good property owners in jail and prison
 American's are NOT represented nor could they ever be
 It is an oxymoron to say anyone can be represented even in a so
called Republic
 This is another myth created to subdue individual sovereignty
 Natural born human beings are free agents by God NOT by the state
 Your birth rights in America give you the alloidal rights of Kings and
Queens
 Kings and Queens cannot be represented by their servants
 Your unalienable rights cannot be "represented" to you or taken from
you
 "Protected" YES,
 "Represented" NO
 As a natural born, you are a free agent that is sovereign and supreme
 No artificial entity can "represent" a natural born individual
 This is another semantic swindle created by the Bar associations
 Can a corporation represent YOU - NO!
 Can a corporation demand that YOU pay "It Inc." dividends, taxes, fees
- NO!
 Can a corporation penalize, harass and imprison you if you do not pay
them tribute - NO!
 There are NO founding or fundamental charters or laws requiring you to
do so
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"Government" is a legal fiction and a myth and no more represents
you ....
 Than the church represents you to God
 The founding and fundamental laws of the land are ignored, therefore we
have NO representative government
 The laws of Nature and Nature's God are ignored, therefore we have NO
representative government
 The natural born who are born free, sovereign & supreme are treated like
human chattel, therefore we have NO representative government
 America "government" has long been only a corporate puppet for national &
global special interests, i.e. NO representative government
 The original Constitution was NOT unanimous as required by the Articles of
Confederation
 The so called Constitutional Conventions did not receive approval of the
people nor their legislators
 The Constitution is in conflict with the Bill of Rights, Declaration of
Independence and the "Laws of Nature and Natures God"
 A "Bill of Rights" cannot be an amendment to a government charter, it is the
other way around
 i.e. man made charters fall under the "Bill of Rights"
 the "Constitution" and the Articles of Confederation are more rightful
amendments to the Bill of Rights
 the Bill of Rights were excluded in the original Constitution
 the Bill of Rights are the supreme law of the land NOT the
"Constitution"


13. American federal, state, county and cities are municipal corporations
NOT government
They want desperately to make you believe, they have political authority
and jurisdiction over individual natural sovereignty
 BUT they are CORPORATE political subdivisions only
 Statutes, codes, progressive case laws, acts, regulations, ordinances, et al are
equivalent to corporate by-laws ..
 Applicable upon municipal government employees and public
corporations only
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Private corporations and tax exempt foundations are ruled under their own
charters and by-laws
 The natural born American state Citizens are free agents
 We DO NOT fall under any of the above two corporate artificial bodies
 Nor can we submit to "legitimate limited governments who are also
artificial bodies
 City, county, state & federal municipal corporations have NO authority or
jurisdiction over 92% of Americans
 92% of the American state natural born Citizens have not voluntary
contracted with any of these public or private corporations
 You cannot be forced to enter into a contract with anyone including a
municipal or private corporation
 the force voids the "contract"
 NOR can you be conned into a contract via an "adhesion contract"
 subversion voids the "contract"
 The majority of the bench and bar are part of this complicity whereby they
write the defacto laws and enforce them upon US
 most courts will look at your "adhesive connections" as a
legitimate binding "contract" with the government
 Common examples of these "adhesive contracts" are:
 private drivers licenses, private vehicle licenses, social welfare,
grants, marriage licenses, hunting licenses, fishing licenses, etc.
 These are illegitimately placed upon the natural born state
sovereign/free agent Citizens for what is rightfully theirs free
 The United States of America DC Corporation is limited to 10 square
miles plus its territories and military bases plus its own employees
 The several states corporations are limited to their own state government
property plus their own employees


14. The fundamental concepts and belief systems that people living in a free
state of nature can somehow become enslaved by a "majority or minority or
even a Federalist form of "Constitutional Republic" is ludicrous.


How can free agents be.....
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

voluntarily indentured,
"represented",
"voted" upon
licensed,
ticketed,
coded,
Acted upon,
regulated,
managed,
developed,
trespassed,
zoned,
suffer dilution of title,
suffer illegitimate usurious interest charges on free printed
worthless paper,
suffer illegitimate taxes,
suffer an "endangerment" of some species to their own
endangerment,
suffer for the natural rise and fall of water tables,
suffer for the cycles of the suns radiation,
suffer to pay for green energy clearly not economically viable (now
or ever) over the fossil and nuclear fuel under their feet,
suffer for green semantic swindling areas of land that are naturally
cycle wet and dry
ad nausea

15. What these private, public and municipal corporations hold over the
sovereign state Citizens, they refuse to limit themselves with.
16. The Grand and Trial juries must be reinstated
as Ralph Boryszewski described regarding his 50 years of experience as a
policeman fighting the corruption in New York State
 The innocent people who have been made into "criminals" for simply living
must take the law in their own hands again.
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18. American's who continue to believe they can "vote" in or out
"change", "elect" "representatives", have a fair trial by their peers, while
religiously clinging to their political parties of no choice, choose to believe in
a world that never existed.


America is beyond any sort of "change", it is in the death throws of its old
body of make believe artificial "laws", make believe artificial "legislation"
and make believe artificial "administration".
 We do not need change, we need the old body to die.
 America lives in end stage Alzheimer's.
 The Health Directives are written for no artificial "life" support.
 The property owners & their families are exhausted while being forced
to give life to a body where the spirit has long since gone.
 The corpse breathes with bailouts IV'd into their harden blocked veins.
 The property owners are thrown into the street, their jobs, homes and
their freedom sold out.
 All for more usurious interest, illegitimate taxes and diluted title.
 The American experiment is over

19. True freedom is based on individual free choice not on sub groups or super
groups pretending to be "representing" or "voting" your proxy to systematically
take from "A" and give to "B".
Corporate boards (private, public & municipal) do not represent their
employees,
 they represent their major owners, public share holders and hidden
ownership.
 Big investors, banks, brokerages and hidden interest control the boards.
 While the corporations may be "exposed" by disenchanted individuals, the
individual is no match for endless corporate legal duress
 Early Americans feared the potential power of federal judicial duress upon
the several states and the natural born
 True freedom is based on Grand Juries and Trial by Jury of your peers and
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interpretation of the laws as the juror sees fit
20. Once an artificial body is allowed to breach the sanctity & divinity of an
individual natural born, their rights are redefined in short order.
Bouviers Law Dictionary of 1856 contained some 6500 terms.
 Blacks Law Dictionary, 8th Edition now has 30,000 definitions with 4500
terms appearing for the first time.
 These legalese bibles are translated and shared around the world.


21. The Bench and Bar and green (environmental and monetary) government
have become the new American state church.
The Bar associations continual creation of legalese fiction such as
"Contempt of Court" brought over from England is a classic example of
why the early Americans hated English law and the King.
 The Bench and Bar have crafted their black art by overlaying man made
business fiction upon God given divine birth rights
 Now the Bench and the Bar live in a world of make believe where
they believe they have divine power
 Making rulings bestowing what God has given to you by birth.
 Now private property is burned at the stake
 Public property is scorched from public use
 The natural born are thrown out onto Main Street
 By those who manipulate Wall Street


Another inquisition is upon us. Another myth created to separate us from our
divine standing. Another cannon and another sword raised against us. Another
enemy created where none existed before. Another needless war created by the
four horsemen of the apocalypse.
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Jack Venrick
Enumclaw, Washington
The Boeing Company 30 Years Retired
Electrical Systems
Industrial Engineering Systems
Statistical Applications
Financial Systems
Business Systems
Engineering Standards Systems
Computing Application Systems
Montana State University
B.S. Electrical Engineering
M.S. Applied Science
Business Administration
Industrial Engineering

From: Ken Shock
To: Scott
Sent: Sunday, May 03, 2009 4:48 AM
Subject: My Letter to Congressman Inslee regarding his committee's failure to allow scientific discourse re: Global Warming /
Emissions Trading

My letter to US Congressman Jay Inslee (D) Washington's 1st District.......please share
this as you see fit, the links herein take time but don't miss this stuff........Ken
ps: you can write to Inslee here : http://www.house.gov/inslee/contact/email.html
(please note, Waxman is grudguingly allowing only one more day of hearings on this
momentous issue - a railroad job)
other members of this committee are mentioned
here: http://energycommerce.house.gov/Press_111/20090429/aceshearing.pdf
please note, committee chair Waxman does not accept email from outside his
district: http://waxman.house.gov/Contact/
by the way, speaking of railroad jobs : http://waeagles.blogspot.com/2009/04/democrat-
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corruption-in-olympia.html
==================================================================
Sir
I have been most perplexed by the treatment afforded to Viscount Christopher Monckton
by the US Congressional committee on which you serve. As a taxpaying part time
Washingtonian, as a scientist (Physics) and as a member of what I had though was a civil
society - the action to stifle scientific discussion on this highly critical issue is disturbing.
I see from your bio that you are not a scientist, but since Microsoft is in your district I
would have expected you to have done some scientific study to be capable of adequately
representing technological endeavor.
The very first thing you learn is that the primary criterion of the scientific method is that
discussion is open, anything goes. You do not prejudge anything in science, because our
understanding of nature's ways is constantly evolving - sometimes in surprising ways.
Now I realize that you have hung your hat on global warming, and that it is prominently
mentioned on your web site. It would certainly have been a disappointment, therefore, if
you had had to sit through Lord Monckton's presentation, which would have dislodged
your sense of certainty, let me assure you!
There are so many aspects of this issue, so many reasons for honesty. Your committee
owes the American people an OPEN discussion on this $trillion issue - an issue that will
mean much to every person on Earth. Many will lose jobs, or even their lives because of
higher energy costs. Even more industry will flee the United States, just as it did under
the Clean Air act - and many other EPA measures, which made no provision to force
overseas industry into compliance.
Yes, this is what is at stake! But you are wrong on another issue, and that is that carbon
fuels are 'fossil'. http://tinyurl.com/djhq39
Yes, they are finite, but the Earth is blessed with abundant carbon resources, as is the
entire solar system and in fact - the entire Universe. The United States has got hundreds
of years of coal and natural gas reserves. If you and your cohorts are wrong on global
warming, it is literally a crime to stifle discussion now, at this critical juncture.
I am attaching some materials for your study. Here is an interview by Lord Monckton,
pursuant to your committee's dismissal of him (you are mentioned):
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http://michaelsavage.wnd.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&pageId=5614
here is his letter to the NYTimes that resulted in a front page retraction of Revkin's
article:
http://www.webcommentary.com/php/ShowArticle.php?id=moncktonc&date=090430
here is a Google group that was created after the the American Physical Society decided
to publish Lord Monckton, but to put a disclaimer on his work (this never happened
before, and is subtle but real censorship):
http://groups.google.com/group/climate-science?hl=en
But all that aside, Jay, look out the window, the weather has been cooling for some years
now as the sun heads toward a solar minimum. We could be entering a mini ice age, like
the one that lead to the pestilence of the Dark Ages in Europe. This puts a very great deal
on your shoulders, sir, you cannot make a mistake on this or your career goes down in
flames - and many persons will be hurt irredeemably by what comes of the error you are
moving toward!
We are a nation of science, and vast resources. We need our coal plants, we need more
nuke plants asap. We need to tap our hydrocarbons, and we need to use them to help our
people through the economic crisis - and reduce our debt levels. Am I opposed to
alternative energy sources, please see this post in my forum from April 2006 - there are
things here you do not know about I assure you:
http://brinnonprosperity.org/forums/viewtopic.php?f=5&t=204
Please send Lord Monckton your personal apology, his email is:
"Christopher Monckton" <monckton@mail.com>
(and copy me that)
Regards........Ken Shock
http://brinnonprosperity.org/
ps: a must read: http://groups.google.com/group/climatescience/browse_thread/thread/0ac5ea10bd5b62fd?hl=en
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